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Outline
•

I will take about
–
–

Software maintenance & capacity development
the Snowmass 2021 Community Engagement Frontier
(CEF)
• Here, I will re-use slides from the CEF town hall
meeting on July 15
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My involvement in software development
● I have been a member of ATLAS since 1998
● I contributed heavily to the ATLAS Muon Spectrometer reconstruction
software
● I also contributed to
○

the ATLAS Event Data Model

○

Schema evolution

○

Physics Analysis Tools

● I continue to do physics analyses where in many cases, I still have to code
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Maintenance
● The first step in maintaining a piece of code is proper documentation
● People would rather re-write from scratch if a piece of code is not
documented enough to be understood
○

It can cause a lot more time to try to understand it and evolve it

○

You cannot pass it on to younger folks (capacity development) if you cannot remember what
was done

○

Difficulty in schema evolution—inability to read old data

○

Often, one is pressed to get the code to run and do what we expect. Then, the motivation to go
back and document and maintain fades

○

Even for personal analysis codes, quick and dirty coding present problem later on—we come
back some time later and spend time to understand what we had done
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Capacity Development
● Proper documentation & maintenance provide great example for those that
inherit the code
○

The beneficiaries are likely to do the same

○

We look good to students when we don’t struggle to explain pieces of code that we want to
pass on to them

○

Even if a piece of code is still working, students may have a tough time understanding it—the
black box. Not good for the purpose of education & capacity development

○

We should setup an award for well documented and maintained software
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Diversity & Inclusion
● Resources and recommendations for funding agencies
○

Make Community Outreach and I&D a separate budget item to be tracked on Field Work
Proposals (DOE labs) or grant proposals (DOE Universities). All proposals to devote 5% of
FTE hrs included in the proposal to Community Outreach, Inclusion and Diversity activity and
each grant proposal has to justify the 5% - or be cut. NSF has a specific mission for education
and workforce development and the grants always have to address that, but DOE doesn’t.
DOE is a mission driven agency – not an educational one, and they fund the very large
projects in HEP as well as significant portion of University research funding.

○

Form a HEPAP subpanel to produce a report that includes a concrete set of recommendations
on best practices to address racism and I&D issues for DOE/NSF. Include social scientists on
the subpanel. HEP has a unique sociological model with large collaborations and will need its
own approaches. The HEPAP subpanel report will act as a manual for DOE/NSF to judge the
funding requests in proposal 8a.

● That should apply to HEP computing & software grants too
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Snowmass 2021
Community Engagement
Frontier

Main Wiki : https://snowmass21.org/community/start

Community Engagement Frontier
Improve and sustain strategic engagements with our communities in order to draw
support for and strengthen the field of particle physics, while playing key roles in
serving those communities. These engagements take well-coordinated efforts in
many areas where the communities of experts and non-experts can understand
and communicate our field’s value, maximize its impact on global socioeconomic
development, and open its doors to broader participation.•
Note concerning the nature of the Community Involvement Frontier
● This one is somewhat different. Composed of Topical Groups dealing with different
issues of community-wide engagement that cut across all Frontiers, rather than all
focusing on specific aspects of one area of our field.
● Each CEF Topical Group will need to work with other Frontiers at least as much as with
other CEF Topical Groups.

•

Community Engagement Topical Groups

Applications & Industry

– Develop and strengthen HEP/Industry relationships in both directions: form more partnerships to draw on
industry expertise to further HEP goals, and build on programs to facilitate transfer of HEP
technologies/techniques for use in the broader society.

•

Career Pipeline & Development
– Not simply making young scientists aware of different opportunities, but also changing culture of HEP career
paths (e.g. issues with Computational staffing)

•

Diversity & Inclusion
– Improve diversity, inclusion and equity in our field

•

Physics Education
– Broader than simply how we teach physics courses. It is about what education and training our field needs
to produce the physicists required for the HEP program to be successful (e.g. computational, beams,
instrumentation; workshops, univ/lab/collaboration-level courses, etc.)

•

Public Education & Outreach
– This is where most of Snowmass 2013 CEO Frontier focus lives, and what some think of as the whole of
Snowmass 2021 CEF.

•

Public Policy & Government Engagement
– Been quite successful on US Federal level. Need to look at both smaller picture (local/state),
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and larger picture (international).

Community Engagement Frontier
Topical Groups and Conveners
Topical Group

Topical Group co-Conveners

Ex officio

Comm01

Applications & Industry
(A&I)

Farah Fahim (FNAL)

Alex Murokh
(RadiaBeam)

Koji Yoshimura
(Okayama)

B. Quinn

Comm02

Career Pipeline &
Development (CP&D)

Sudhir Malik
(UPRM)

Yangyang
Chen (Cornell)

Amr El Zant
(BUE)

Comm03

Diversity & Inclusion
(D&I)

Mu-Chun Chen
(UCI)

Sam Meehan
(CERN)

Carla Bonifazi (UFRJ)

K. Assamagan

Comm04

Physics Education
(PE)

Randy Ruchti
(Notre Dame)

Sudhir Malik
(UPRM)

Sijbrand de Jong
(Radboud)

B. Quinn

Comm05

Public Education &
Outreach (PE&O)

Sarah Demers
(Yale)

Kathryn
Jepsen (SLAC)

Don Lincoln
(FNAL/Notre Dame)

Comm06

Public Policy and
Government
Engagement (PP&GE)

Rob Fine
(Rochester)

Louise Suter
(FNAL)

Brajesh Choudhary
(Delhi)

Julie Hogan
(Bethel)

A. Muronga
(Nelson
Mandela)

K. Assamagan

K. Assamagan

B. Quinn

CEF Liaisons with other Frontiers

Who are we?
Farah Fahim
Fermilab
farah@fnal.gov

Alex Murokh
Radiabeam
murokh@radia
beam.com

Koji
Yoshimura
Okayama

Working Group - 50% (Lab + Academia) + 50% industry
- Need to create strong ties to Career Pipeline and Development
- Public Policy and Government Engagement
Bi-monthly meetings: Tuesdays 6-7pm CT
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CommF2: Career Pipeline & Development
https://snowmass21.org/community/career
Sudhir Malik, Yangyang Chen, Julie Hogan, Amr El Zant
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Who are we?
Yangyang Cheng
Cornell University
yangyang.cheng@cornell.edu

●
●

Julie Hogan
Bethel University
j-hogan@bethel.edu

Sudhir Malik
UPRM
sudhir.malik@upr.edu

Amr El-Zant
British University in Egypt
Amr.Elzant@bue.edu.eg

Most enter HEP for the love of basic science, but skills learnt can get more ‘generic’ job
Topics here connect to other groups and Snowmass frontiers (e.g. Computational and Snowmass Young)

Topics and Goals
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●

Identify and promote career opportunities --- HEP and non-HEP
Identify and promote skill development --- varied: technical and presentational
○ Training/partnerships relevant to non-academic careers + funding strategies + 4 yr institution
Encourage placement based on background (which abilities → which career)
Synergy with other Topical Groups in CEF → vision for development of career opportunities and paths

More Info
Topics to contribute to: LOIs (group working topics: look for Career Pipeline & Development)
Meetings - https://indico.fnal.gov/category/1156/
Subscribe to email - https://listserv.fnal.gov/scripts/wa.exe?A0=SNOWMASS-COMMF-04-PHYS_EDU
Slack Channel - https://app.slack.com/client/TNNU4A570/C013K1YFP4Y/details/top?cdn_fallback=2
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CommF3: Diversity & Inclusion
https://snowmass21.org/community/diversity
Mu-Chun Chen, Samuel Meehan, Carla Bonifazi

Fill this out and get your colleagues to fill this out :

Accessibility Survey
(Only 10% of snowmass has responded thus far)
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Who are we?

Carla Bonifazi
(Univ. Fed. do Rio de Janeiro)

Mu Chun Chen
(UC Irvine)

Samuel Meehan
(CERN)

The promotion and support of Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion is mission critical
●
●
●

Form a more just society (professionally, academically, relationally, ...)
“The more the merrier” : Diversity of perspectives furthers creativity and success
Creating a professional climate that is conducive to allowing all to succeed

Concentrate on (1) surveying issues, (2) contextualizing in DPF fields in terms of DEI, (3) laying
guidelines for the immediate and future (resource for the field and next snowmass)
● Gatherings : Bi-Weekly Townhall (e.g. Monday), no current group planning meeting
●
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Who/what/how … by analogy

2019 Design in Tech Report

“Us”

Labs

Funding
Career
Publications
Enjoyment
...

Unis

ture
Cul

“Science”

“Us”
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CommF4: Physics Education
https://snowmass21.org/community/education
Randal Ruchti, Sijbrand de Jong, Sudhir Malik
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Who are we?
Convenors:
Randy Ruchti
Notre Dame
rruchti@nd.edu

Sudhir Malik
UPRM
sudhir.malik@upr.edu

Sijbrand de Jong
Radboud University
sijbrand@hef.ru.nl

Education required to sustain and improve (the people working in) our field (in the widest sense):
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

(Particle) Physics
Mathematics
Computer Science
Managerial and technical skills

Concentrate on mechanisms and organisation, less on teaching material
Strong overlap with other frontiers and within CEF (Career, diversity, outreach)
Weekly Zoom meeting: Join us, see agendas at: https://indico.fnal.gov/category/1158/
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PE Pyramid
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CEF5: Public Education & Outreach
https://snowmass21.org/community/outreach
Sarah Demers, Kathryn Jepsen, Don Lincoln, Azwinndini Muronga
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Who are we?
Convenors:

Sarah Demers
Yale University
sarah.demers@yale.edu

●
●
●

Kathryn Jepsen
Symmetry Magazine
kjepsen@slac.stanford.edu

Don Lincoln
FNAL
lincoln@fnal.gov

Azwinndini Muronga
Nelson Mandela University
Azwinndini.Muronga@mandela.ac.za

Discuss the why, what, who and how of public engagement, education and outreach
Overlap with other TGs within CEF and have impact in all other Snowmass frontiers
Regular Zoom meetings: Join us, see calendar at: https://snowmass21.org/community/start
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CEF5: Who are we and what we do?

•Overall Goal(S):
•To have public engagement and education in particle physics recognized as important
scientific activities and supported at all levels.
•To have public education and outreach part of every practicing particle physicist’s job
description and to be recognized at all levels.

•Overall Objective(s):
•To facilitate discussions amongst HEPP community and its stakeholders on the
transformative public engagement through public education & outreach
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CommF6: Public Policy and Government Engagement
https://snowmass21.org/community/policy
Rob Fine, Louise Suter, Brajesh C. Choudhary
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Who are we?
Rob Fine
University of Rochester
finer@pas.rochester.edu

Louise Suter
Fermilab
lsuter@fnal.gov

Brajesh Choudhary
University of Delhi
brajesh@fnal.gov

Topics under discussion:
● How does the HEP community engage with legislators in the US congressional government re: funding?
What has worked well and where can we improve? (e.g. annual “DC Trip”)
● Should the scope of our advocacy be expanded to include e.g. State-level government officials?
● Should we expand the subject of our advocacy beyond funding? To advocate e.g. immigration issues
impacting HEP?
● How do we increase awareness within our community of these efforts and their importance?
● How do we provide training, tools and a gateway so everyone feels able to engage with these efforts?
How to join the conversation:
● Subscribe to our email listserv: SNOWMASS-COMMF-06-PPGE
● Join our Slack channel: https://app.slack.com/client/TNNU4A570/C012V6WUNRY/details/top?cdn_fallback=2
● Attend meetings: https://indico.fnal.gov/category/1156/
● Contribute an LOI (see Public Policy & Government Engagement for topics we have considered here)
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